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510 PREMIUM RUBBING COMPOUND is infused with a revolutionary new Alpha
D E S I G N E D F O R W O3D
OACA®
L Alumina™
Ceramic
(aluminum oxide) is a low heat, high speed leveling abrasive that will
correct the most challenging applications. This premium engineered compound will
effectively remove sand scratches even from hard clear coats in the shortest amount of time.

3D® ACA® X-TRA CUT COMPOUND: 500

3D ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND is infused with ALPHA CERAMIC ALUMINA™, a
3D ACA® 510 PREMIUM RUBBING COMPOUND’s formula is designed to work with WOOL
revolutionary new abrasive which has been formulated to provide high speed, low heat
FOAM
pads.
leveling that will correct even the most challenging clear coats and singleor
stage
paint.
ThisThis Premium Rubbing Compound works well with a dual action polisher.
However,
for faster performance, a rotary polisher is prefered.
precisely engineered compound delivers TRUE PAINT PERFECTION in the absolute
shortest
amount of time.
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ERAMIC ALUMINA

ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND is versatile and aggressive enough to correct the hardest
new ceramic clear coats, and also works extremely well with soft clears. ACA 500 is waterbased, which makes it easy to use, and easy to clean-up. Works best when applied in shaded
areas but is also sun friendly. It contains NO harmful solvents or OSHA regulated CRYSTALLINE
SILICA. ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND can be perfectly paired with a WOOL pad and
used with a rotary buffer or dual action polisher.
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3D® ACA® X-TRA CUT COMPOUND: 500

3D® ACA® PREMIUM RUBBING COMPOUND: 510

R WOOL

DESIGNED FOR WOOL

3D ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND is infused with ALPHA CERAMIC ALUMINA™, a
ACA ALPHA CERAMIC ALUMINA
revolutionary new abrasive which has been formulated to provide high speed, low heat

3D ACA® 510 PREMIUM RUBBING COMPOUND is infused with a revolutionary new Alpha
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leveling that will correct even the most challenging clear coats and single stage paint. This
precisely engineered compound delivers TRUE PAINT PERFECTION in the absolute shortest
amount of time.
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ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND is versatile and aggressive enough to correct the hardest
new ceramic clear coats, and also works extremely well with soft clears. ACA 500 is waterbased, which makes it easy to use, and easy to clean-up. Works best when applied in shaded
areas but is also sun friendly. It contains NO harmful solvents or OSHA regulated CRYSTALLINE
SILICA. ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND can be perfectly paired with a WOOL pad and
used with a rotary buffer or dual action polisher.
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3D® AAT® CORRECTION GLAZE: 505

Combines the power of Adaptive Abrasive Tech
glaze is engineered for fresh and cured paints.

Seamlessly blends older panels to match newly

DESIGNED FOR WOOL

Works great on clear or gel coat surfaces providi
applied in shaded areas, but is also sun friendly.

AAT
BLENDING & CORRECTION GLAZE
AAT BLENDING & CORRECTION GLAZE

®
of 3D foam3D
pad.
ACA® X-TRA CUT COMPOUND: 500

3D ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND is infused with ALPHA CERAMIC ALUMINA™, a
revolutionary new abrasive which has been formulated to provide high speed, low heat
leveling that will correct even the most challenging clear coats and single stage paint. This
precisely engineered compound delivers TRUE PAINT PERFECTION in the absolute shortest
amount of time.

Dproducts.com
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FI N I SHI N G PO LI SH

ACA 500 X-TRA CUT COMPOUND is versatile and aggressive enough to correct the hardest
new ceramic clear coats, and also works extremely well with soft clears. ACA 500 is waterbased, which makes it easy to use, and easy to clean-up. Works best when applied in shaded
areas but is also sun friendly. It contains NO harmful solvents or OSHA regulated CRYSTALLINE
3D® ACA
FINISHING
POLISH:
520 can be perfectly paired with a WOOL pad and
SILICA.
ACA ®500
X-TRA CUT
COMPOUND
used with a rotary buffer or dual action polisher.
3D ACA 520 FINISHING POLISH is the industry’s fastest HOLOGRAM FREE finishing polish with
ALPHA CERAMIC ALUMINA. This revolutionary new water-based abrasive polish has been
formulated to provide a fast, low heat, hologram free finish eliminating polishing for the most
challenging clear coats and single stage paints.
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ACA 520 FINISHING POLISH is also extremely versatile and contains NO harmful solvents or OSHA
regulated CRYSTALLINE SILICA. ACA 520 quickly corrects any painted surface leaving a hologram
free, glass-like finish without the need of adding fillers, which eliminates the possibility of dyebacks. ACA 520 water-based formula is extremely easy to use and easy to clean up, leaving the
perfect finish the first time… EVERY TIME. Works best when applied in shaded areas but is also sun
friendly. ACA 520 has a great open time and will not dust.
Can be used with a DA or high-speed rotary polisher and your choice of 3D foam pad.

3D
GLAZE:
505505
3D®®AAT
AAT® ®CORRECTION
CORRECTION
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Combines
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Seamlessly blends older panels to match newly painted panels to avoid color discrepancies.

Seamlessly blends older panels to match newly painted panels to avoid color discrepancies.

Works great on clear or gel coat surfaces providing a deep, wet gloss finish. Works best when
Works great
on clear
geliscoat
surfaces
providing a deep, wet gloss finish. Works best when
applied
in shaded
areas,orbut
also sun
friendly.

applied in shaded areas, but is also sun friendly.

BODY SHOP SAFE CLEANERS & DRESSINGS
3D GRAND BLAST: 100

3D PINK CAR SOAP: 202

Grand Blast™ is a strong degreaser that works excellent on
engines, machinery, tools, and floors. Grand Blast™ works fast to
loosen and emulsify grease and grime for easy rinse. When used
as directed, it is safe to use on virtually all painted surfaces.

A rich, pH balanced, super-concentrated liquid cleaning
soap that produces dense stable foam to wash any vehicle.
Designed to effortlessly remove dirt, grime and road film
without dulling the vehicle surface. Rinses easily to conserve
water and helps prepare the vehicle for polishing and waxing.

Grand Blast, fuerte desengrasante, que trabaja muy bien en
motores, maquinarias, herramientas y pisos. Grand Blast™
rápidamente desprende y emulsiona la grasa y suciedad
haciendo que estos se enjuagan fácilmente. Si se usa
correctamente es seguro en la mayoría de las superficies.

3D SPRAY DETAILER: 503

Quick and easy way to remove fingerprints and buffer
smears for a showroom shine. Works great on paint, glass
and chrome. Spray on cars that are not heavily soiled and
wipe off with a soft, clean, dry cloth for an instant deep
gloss. Excellent lubricant for clay bars.
Una manera rápida y fácil de eliminar huellas de dedos
y residuos de producto para un brillo de exposición.
Funciona muy bien en pintura, vidrio y cromo. Rocíe en
automóviles que no estén muy sucios y límpielos con un
paño suave, limpio y seco para obtener un brillo profundo
instantáneo. Excelente lubricante para barras y toallas de
descontaminación. Seguro en talleres de colisión.

3D TOWEL KLEEN: 108

3D Towel Kleen™ is a lemon scented, powerful, “low foam”
laundry machine soap. Unlike powder soaps, it will not
retain residue inside the towel’s fibers - thus eliminating
streaks on windows. This will also extend the towels life
while maintaining its softness. This product has excellent
rinsing ability.
Es un poderoso detergente para máquinas de lavar, genera
poca espuma y contiene aroma a limón. En comparación
a otros detergentes, éste no retiene residuo dentro de
las fibras de las toallas, eliminando asi las marcas en las
ventanas. Éste producto extenderá la vida de las toallas,
manteniendo su suavidad. También tiene una excelente
habilidad de enjuague.

Un jabón de limpieza liquido enriquecido, con pH balanceado,
súper concentrado que produce densa espuma estable para
lavar cualquier vehículo. Diseñado para remover fácilmente
la suciedad, polvo y residuos de las carreteras sin opacar la
superficie del vehículo. Se enjuaga fácilmente para conservar
el agua y ayudar a preparar el vehículo para el pulido y
encerado.

3D NON-SILICONE DRESSING: 713

This silicone-free dressing is 100% body shop safe and VOC
compliant. It works excellently on hard surfaces including
trim, vinyl, moldings, bumpers, engine and tires. Works great
on wheel wells.
Este abrillantador libre de silicona es 100 % seguro en la
industria de chapa y pintura. Excelente en superficies duras
que incluyen rebordes, vinilo, molduras, parachoques,
motor, neumáticos y guardabarros.

3D WIPE: 115
3D Wipe™ is a “Spray-On, Wipe-Off” oil and greaser remover.
It will prep the vehicle for polishing or applying Cermanic
Coating.
3D Wipe™ es un removedor de aceites y grasa fácil de aplicar,
solo necesita “rociar y remover”. Preparará el vehículo para pulir
o aplicar un Revestimiento Cerámico.

3D CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER: 205
1 Gal

5 Gal

55 Gal
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3D WIPE 115
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3D CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER 205

3D Foaming Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner™ is a super rich
foaming upholstery and carpet cleaning shampoo. Bottled in
an aerosol can for convenient spot cleaning. 19 oz.
3D Foaming Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner™ Shampoo
limpiador con gran nivel de espuma para limpiar alfombras y
tapicería. Envase de 19 oz.

19 OZ CAN

www.3Dproducts.com
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NARY NANO PAIL®

3D SUPER GLASS CLEANER:
9001

=

NANO DILUTIO

NANO DRUM – SUPER GLASS CLEANER, Super-Ultra-Homogeneous,
50:1 concentrated formula. Super Glass Cleaner is alcohol based,
ammonia free, non-streaking, fog and smudge resistant formula
which makes it safe for tinted windows. Works great on windshields,
mirrors, plastic, and headlights.

NANO DRUM - SUPER GLASS CLEANER, Súper Ultra homogéneo,
fórmula concentrada de dilución 50:1. Super Glass Cleaner es una
fórmula a base de alcohol, libre de amoniaco, no deja marcas ni
manchas y es seguro para vidrios polarizados. Funciona muy bien
en parabrisas, espejos, plásticos y faros.

==
1 SHOT = 32 OZ RTU

1 SHOT
1 SHOT
= 32=OZ
32RTU
OZ RTU

1 NANO PAIL = 96 BOTTLES
RTU CLEANER:
3D SUPER WHEEL

1 NANO
1 NANO
PAIL PAIL
= 96=BOTTLES
96 BOTTLES
RTU RTU
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NANO DRUM – SUPER WHEEL CLEANER, Super-UltraHomogeneous, 30:1 Concentrated formula. Strong
3D environmentally
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dust, grease, grime and tough dirt. Will rinse off easily. Safe
2021
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NANO DRUM - SUPER DUTY DEGREASER
Nuevo desengrasante para exterior,
súper concentrado, homogéneo, diluible
en 45:1, Producto de uso industrial que
limpia las manchas y suciedad más difícil,
motores, pisos, maquinaria y herramientas.
Desengrasante de potente accion
limpiadora, súper concentrado y de acción
rápida, ataca la grasa, el alquitrán, los
insectos, y la suciedad mas difícil. De súper
fácil enjuague en superficies pintadas.
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NANO DRUM - SUPER SOAP es nuestro
nuevo jabón para vehículos súper potente,
súper concentrado, homogéneo, y de
dilución 1800: 1. SUPER SOAP se puede
SUPER CITRUS
APC:o a mano.
usar 3D
en lavaderos
automáticos
Esta 1091
fórmula altamente concentrada
proporciona una espuma densa y
NANO DRUM – SUPER CITRUS APC, superjabonosa que elimina fácilmente la mugre,
homogeneous, 45:1 Ultra-Concentrated industrial
residuos de brea y la suciedad sin afectar el
strength
and exterior cleaner / degreaser. It is
terminado
de lainterior
superficie.

an all-in-one cleaner with natural citrus “D-limonene”
oil that helps remove the toughest stains, grease, oil,
dirt and odors. Excellent for automotive, janitorial and
home use.

1 NANO PAIL = 96 BOTTLES RTU
3D SUPER SOAP:
2021
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NANO DRUM – SUPER SOAP is our new
Super-Homogeneous,
1800:1
UltraConcentrated, pH balanced powerful
vehicle soap. SUPER SOAP can be used in
64 oz
automated car washes or by hand. This
formula delivers rich, •
SUPERhighly
SOAPconcentrated
2021
full bodied dense soap foam that easily
SUPERremoves
DUTY DEGREASER
grime, road film1001
and dirt without •
dulling painted finish.
•
SUPER GLASS CLEANER 9001
NANO DRUM - SUPER SOAP es nuestro
jabón
para1091
vehículos súper potente, •
SUPERnuevo
CITRUS
APC
súper concentrado, homogéneo, y de
SUPERdilución
WHEEL1800:
CLEANER
1101
1. SUPER
SOAP se puede •
usar en lavaderos automáticos o a mano.
Esta fórmula altamente concentrada
proporciona una espuma densa y
jabonosa que elimina fácilmente la mugre,
residuos de brea y la suciedad sin afectar el
terminado de la superficie.

1 Gal

6 Gal

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

NANO DRUM - SUPER CITRUS APC, producto
homogéneo, diluible 45:1, súper concentrado,
orgánico, de poder industrial y multiuso para
interior y exterior. Limpiador con citricos naturales
(D-Limonene) que ayudan a aflojar y limpiar
rápidamente la suciedad, manchas dificiles y malos
olores. Excelente para la limpieza del automovil,
tapiceria y el hogar.

64 oz

1 Gal

6 Gal

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3D SUPER CITRUS APC 1091

•

•

•

3D SUPER WHEEL CLEANER 1101

•

•

•

3D SUPER SOAP 2021

www.3Dproducts.com
3D SUPER GLASS CLEANER 9001

3D SUPER DUTY DEGREASER 1001
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SANDING TECHNOLOGY

ACA SANDING TECHNOLOGY
3D® ACA™ FLEX ABRASIVE SANDING DISCS

ACA P1500
3" G-31500-O
6" G-61500-O

3D ACA™ FLEX ABRASIVE SANDING DISCS
®

Flex Abrasive Sanding Discs are constructed with a flexible cloth
backing, clog resistant material and a shallow scratch pattern with the
abrasive grains distributed in the most uniform pattern possible. This
construction provides a fast, even cutting action. This abrasive, due to
its cloth backing, can be used wet or dry without sacrificing quality
or longevity.

Flex Abrasive Sanding Discs are constructed with a flexible cloth
backing, clog resistant material and a shallow scratch pattern with the
abrasive grains distributed in the most uniform pattern possible. This
construction provides a fast, even cutting action. This abrasive, due to
its cloth backing, can be used wet or dry without sacrificing quality
or longevity.
ACA Flex Weave Abrasives is a unique, multifunctional sanding
material that was developed for a smooth sanding pattern on angled
surfaces and edges, while minimizing the risk of heavy pigtails and
burning. The Flex Weave Technology also allows water and air to pass
freely, making it ideal for both dry and wet sanding.

ACA P2500
3" G-32500-O
6" G-62500-O

3D® ACA™ INTERFACE PADS

Our unique designed micro hook and loop system allows smooth
sanding without creating deep pigtails providing a quick and even
finish. These full bodied, flexible interface pads provide a soft cushion
between the machine’s backing plate and sanding disk.

ACA Flex Weave Abrasives is a unique, multifunctional sanding
material that was developed for a smooth sanding pattern on angled
surfaces and edges, while minimizing the risk of heavy pigtails and
burning. The Flex Weave Technology also allows water and air to pass
freely, making it ideal for both dry and wet sanding.

3D® BRUSHLESS ELECTRIC SANDER

This variable speed (4000-10000 rpm), 350w Sander is an outstanding
addition to the ACA Sanding System. Optimized for use with the ACA
6" Interface pad and sanding discs.

3D® ACA™ INTERFACE PADS

unique designed micro hook and loop system allows smooth
SANDING Our
TECHNOLOGY
sanding without creating deep pigtails providing a quick and even

PREMIUM CORRECTION
ACA INTERFACE
3" G-3SIP-2
6" G-6SIP-2

finish. These full bodied, flexible interface pads provide a soft cushion
between the machine’s backing plate and sanding disk.

GOLD X-TRA CUT WOOL PAD
8” : K-XW8
3D ACA system gold lambswool knitted pad is the fastest cutting
pad available. This genuine wool pad is made from the highest
quality Australian wool. The thickness of this wool pad creates
faster more effective surface leveling on any painted surface. No
BRUSHLESS ELECTRIC
linting technology.
SANDER

3D® BRUSHLESS ELECTRIC SANDER

This variable speed (4000-10000 rpm), 350w Sander is an outstanding
addition to the ACA Sanding System. Optimized for use with the ACA
6" Interface pad and sanding discs.

L-37

PREMIUM WHITE LAMBSWOOL PAD

HEAVY CUTTING SPIDER FOAM PAD
7.5” : K-58SBU
This is our most aggressive foam cutting pad that is ideal for quick
removal of scratches, towel marks and oxidation.

HEAVY CUTTING SPIDER FOAM PAD
7.5” : K-58SBU
This is our most aggressive foam cutting pad that is ideal for quick
removal of scratches, towel marks and oxidation.
CUTTING SPIDER FOAM PAD
5.5” : K-55DP
CUTTING FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SDP 6.5” : K-56SDP
This aggressive foam cutting pad is ideal for quick removal of
scratches, towel marks and oxidation.

BACKING PLATES
3” : K-97 5.75” : K-77 7” : K-99
5/8” THREAD
3” : K-98 5.75” : K-78 7” : K-100
14MM THREAD
3D Flexible Backing Plate is the ideal backing plate for any rotary
buffer. Allows you to also work into curves and angled areas of a
vehicle.

PREMIUM WHITE LAMBSWOOL PAD

3” : K-KW3 5” : K-WW5 6” : K-WW6 8” : K-WW8
This 100% natural white wool cutting pad provides a more even
displacement of fibers than traditional wool pads, eliminating
“bald spots” in the middle of the pad, and does not produce lint.
Removes oxidation, sanding marks, and heavy swirls and scratches.
No linting technology.

POLISHING FOAM PAD
5.5” : K-55LP
POLISHING SPIDER FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SLP 6.5” : K-56SLP
Due to its unique cell structure, this polishing foam is capable of
filling every paint correction gap between heavy cutting and fine
finishing.
FINISHING FOAM PAD
FINISHING FOAM PAD

PREMIUM WHITE LAMBSWOOL PAD

GOLD X-TRA CUT WOOL PAD

8” : K-XW8
3D ACA system gold lambswool knitted pad is the fastest cutting
pad available. This genuine wool pad is made from the highest
quality Australian wool. The thickness of this wool pad creates
faster more effective surface leveling on any painted surface. No
linting technology.

5.5” : K-55BK
FINISHING SPIDER FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SBK 6.5” : K-56SBK 7.5” : K-58SBK
3D’s finest finishing pad is the standard of High Definition which
defies what a typical soft finishing foam is capable of.

CUTTING SPIDER FOAM PAD
5.5” : K-55DP
CUTTING FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SDP 6.5” : K-56SDP
This aggressive foam cutting pad is ideal for quick removal of
scratches, towel marks and oxidation.

3” : K-KW3 5” : K-WW5 6” : K-WW6 8” : K-WW8
This 100% natural white wool cutting pad provides a more even
displacement of fibers than traditional wool pads, eliminating
“bald spots” in the middle of the pad, and does not produce lint.
Removes oxidation, sanding marks, and heavy swirls and scratches.
No linting technology.

8” : K-XW8
3D ACA system gold lambswool knitted pad is the fastest cutting
pad available. This genuine wool pad is made from the highest
quality Australian wool. The thickness of this wool pad creates
faster more effective surface leveling on any painted surface. No
linting technology.

GOLD X-TRA CUT WOOL PAD

HEAVY CUTTING SPIDER FOAM PAD
7.5” : K-58SBU
This is our most aggressive foam cutting pad that is ideal for quick
removal of scratches, towel marks and oxidation.

PREMIUM CORRECTION PADS

www.3Dproducts.com

CUTTING SPIDER FOAM PAD
5.5” : K-55DP
CUTTING FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SDP 6.5” : K-56SDP
This aggressive foam cutting pad is ideal for quick removal of
scratches, towel marks and oxidation.

BRUSHLESS ELECTRIC
SANDER
L-37

NOLOGY
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3” : K-KW3 5” : K-WW5 6” : K-WW6 8” : K-WW8
This 100% natural white wool cutting pad provides a more even
displacement of fibers than traditional wool pads, eliminating
“bald spots” in the middle of the pad, and does not produce lint.
Removes oxidation, sanding marks, and heavy swirls and scratches.
No linting technology.

POLISHING FOAM PAD
5.5” : K-55LP
POLISHING SPIDER FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SLP 6.5” : K-56SLP
Due to its unique cell structure, this polishing foam is capable of
filling every paint correction gap between heavy cutting and fine
finishing.

PREMIUM CORRECTION PADS

ACA INTERFACE
3" G-3SIP-2
6" G-6SIP-2

5.5” : K-55BK
FINISHING SPIDER FOAM PAD
3” : K-53SBK 6.5” : K-56SBK 7.5” : K-58SBK
3D’s finest finishing pad is the standard of High Definition which
defies what a typical soft finishing foam is capable of.
BACKING PLATES
3” : K-97 5.75” : K-77 7” : K-99
5/8” THREAD
3” : K-98 5.75” : K-78 7” : K-100
14MM THREAD
3D Flexible Backing Plate is the ideal backing plate for any rotary
buffer. Allows you to also work into curves and angled areas of a
vehicle.

www.3Dproducts.com

• Fast Pad Swapping

3D EZ-Switch Backing Plate System allows you to quickly swap
pads without having to remove them from the backing plate,
which prolongs the life of pads by avoiding unnecessary
stretching.

• Prolongs Pad Life
• Easily Switch Between Compounds

Back and forth switching between compounds is just a click
away. No need for alignment each time.
Perfect system for rotary polishers, saves time
especially in the body shop business.

• Reduces Number of
Pad Alignments
• Fast Pad Swapping

3D EZ-Switch Backing Plate System allows you to quickly swap
pads without having to remove them from the backing plate,
prolongs the life of pads by avoiding unnecessary
andwhich
effort,
stretching.

• Prolongs Pad Life
• Saves Time and Labor

Back and forth switching between compounds is just a click
away. No need for alignment each time.

Steel locking mechanism ensures a reliable connection between
Perfect system
the backing plate, pad and polisher.

for rotary polishers, saves time and effort,
especially in the body shop business.

• Easily Switch Between Compounds
• Reduces Number of Pad Alignments
• Saves Time and Labor

Steel locking mechanism ensures a reliable connection between
the backing plate, pad and polisher.

EZ-SWITCH

3D EZ-Switch Backing Plate System allows you to quickly swap
pads without having to remove them from the backing plate,
which prolongs the life of pads by avoiding unnecessary
stretching.

• Fast Pad Swapping
• Prolongs Pad Life

Easily Switch Between Compounds
MICROFIBER TOWELS AND •PADS

EZ-SWITCH

K-3EZ

3"

BACKING PLATE

Back
K-3EZ

K-5EZ

5"

BACKING PLATE

away. No 5"
need forBACKING
alignment
each time.
K-5EZ
PLATE

K-6EZ

6"

BACKING PLATE

K-7EZ

7"

BACKING PLATE

EZS-1

5/8"

QUICK CONNECT

EZS-ET

14mm

QUICK CONNECT

and3"forth switching
between compounds is just a click
BACKING PLATE

K-6EZ

6"

BACKING PLATE

K-7EZ

7"

BACKING PLATE

EZS-1
CONNECT
Perfect 5/8"
system QUICK
for rotary
polishers,

• Reduces Number of Pad Alignments
saves time and effort,

EZS-ET
14mm
QUICKshop
CONNECT
especially
in the body
business.

• Saves Time and Labor

*Patent
Pending
Steel locking mechanism ensures a reliable connection between

EDGELESS
EM *Patent
ULTRAPending
SONIC CUTMICROFIBER TOWELS AND PADS
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the backing plate, pad and polisher.
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EZ-SWITCH

EDGELESS
ULTRASONIC CUT

K-3EZ

3"

BACKING PLATE

K-5EZ

5"

BACKING PLATE

K-6EZ

6"

BACKING PLATE

K-7EZ

7"

BACKING PLATE

EZS-1

5/8"

QUICK CONNECT

EZS-ET

14mm

QUICK CONNECT

*Patent Pending
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Microfiber Towels
are 16"
x 16"
Microfiber
Towels
arewith
16" x 16" with
70 Polyester
/ 30 Polyamide
70 Polyester / 30
Polyamide

G-38G
Green
300 GSM

G-38G

G-38BK

G-39B

Green
300 GSM

Black
300 GSM

Blue
350 GSM

G-38BK
Black
300 GSM

G-39B
Blue
350 GSM

300 GSM

300 GSM

350 GSM

G-70B-3

G-71R-3

G-02

Black Foam Applicators

Red Foam Applicators

(Box of 3)

(Box of 3)

Micro-Chenille
Wash Mitt

ACCESSORIES

www.3Dproducts.com
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32 oz Empty OSHA Compliant Bottles
C-03-100 GRAND BLAST

C-03-419 WATERLESS CAR WASH

C-03-103 BUG REMOVER

C-03-503 SPRAY DETAILER

C-03-104 ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

C-03-703 MAGIC BLUE

C-03-106 YELLOW DEGREASER

C-03-706 ULTRA PROTECTANT

C-03-109 ORANGE DEGREASER

C-03-709 TIRE SHINE

C-03-112 LVP CLEANER

C-03-713 NON-SILICONE DRESSING

C-03-117 BDX

C-03-718 SPEED DRESSING

C-03-401 EXPRESS WAX

C-03-911 AIR FRESHENER

C-03-403 FINAL TOUCH

G-09 PAD

C-11

Gray Chemical
Resistant
Nano Clay Pad attaches to a backing plate to
quickly and safely remove paint over-spray, rail dust,
Sprayer

3D NANO PREP PAD

brake dust, industrial pollution and other bonded
contaminants from any surface.
For use on DA Polishers.

C-11B
Black Chemical
Resistant
Sprayer

C-22
Orange Chemical
Resistant Sprayer

K-14
Wool Pad
Cleaning Tool

M-18N
Tooth Brush Style Detail Brush

You
ourr trust
steed, local
allly owne
nedd dis
isttributo
torr since 1943
F I V E CO N V E N I E N T LO C AT I O N S

Waukesha
262.547.4794

Walworth
262.275.2146

Racine
262.634.4499

Middleton
608.831.4811

www.goautopaint.com

Green Bay
920.455.0264

